1. Introduction
===============

Many bacterial genomes have been shown to contain specific genomic regions, known as islands. Islands that were acquired by horizontal gene transfer (HGT) events among bacteria are designated as genomic islands (GIs) and may contribute to their adaptability. Genes encoded in GIs offer various functions, e.g., additional metabolic activities, the capability of symbiosis with other organisms, antibiotic resistance and secretion, etc. [@bib1]. The group of GIs that contain a variety of virulence factors, providing for specific host recognition, penetration and colonization of the host organism, and the ability to overcome host defense systems, are known collectively as pathogenicity islands (PAIs). GIs are identified and characterized by different compositional features, such as biased G + C content, codon usage (CU), dinucleotide signature contrasts, amino acid contrasts [@bib2], and different functional features such as the presence of virulence genes and mobility (e.g., integrases, transposases) genes, or structural features such as the presence of proximal tRNA and/or rRNA gene(s) and repeats at their boundaries, presence of insertion sequence elements, origin of plasmid replication, etc. [@bib3], [@bib4].

In this paper we apply a linguistic method -- exhaustive *n*-gram analysis -- to already annotated islands in an attempt to characterize GIs more precisely than proved possible using earlier techniques, and to understand their structure better. We illustrate the method on the *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 EDL933 genome, a member of genus *Escherichia* of *Enterobacteriaceae phylum* and a well known and important experimental, medical and biotechnological organism [@bib3], [@bib5].

The paper is organized in the following way. Section [2](#sec1){ref-type="sec"} surveys different methods and algorithms for identification and prediction of GIs, including the *n*-gram technique and its applicability to characterization of different types of texts. It also outlines the authors' prior work in the field. Section [3](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} describes the three steps of the GI characterization procedure. We first perform *n*-gram statistical analysis of islands, for different *n*, in order to classify them according to (dis)agreement with the complete genome. Next, we apply other compositional features (G + C content, CU) to islands and calculate statistical measures---recall, precision, sensitivity and specificity for the results of *n*-gram classification so as to examine how the *n*-gram feature contributes to characterizing GIs. Then we identify significantly overrepresented and underrepresented *n*-grams based on the maximal order Markov model, which may be used as a basis for Zipf-like analysis and for classification of islands based on such *n*-grams [@bib6]. Section [4](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} presents computational results obtained for the *E. coli* EDL 933 genome. In Section [5](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} we offer our conclusions and outline some future plans.

2. Background {#sec1}
=============

2.1. *n*-Grams
--------------

An *n*-gram, as introduced by Shannon in 1948 [@bib7], is a subsequence of length *n* of a sequence over the given alphabet. The sequence may be a message in a natural or artificial language, a discrete approximation of a continuous signal, e.g., speech, or any sequence of symbols generated by a stochastic process. Any such "text" can be approximated by the set of *n*-gram statistical data (e.g. frequency distribution and the respective mean and standard deviation), and two such texts may be compared based on the distance of such approximations. *n*-Grams of length 2, 3 and 4 are usually called *bigrams*, *trigrams* and *tetragrams*, respectively, and for higher values of *n*---simply *n*-grams.

Formally, as defined in Vinga and Almeida [@bib8], a sequence *X* of length *k* is a linear succession of *k* symbols from a finite alphabet, *A*, of cardinality \|*A*\| =  *r*. A segment of *n* consecutive symbols from the sequence *X* (*n*  ≤  *k*) is an *n*-gram (*n*-tuple, *n*-word, *n*-plet, *n*-mer) of the sequence *X*. There are *L*  =  *r* ^*n*^ different *n*-grams over the alphabet *A*, $\left\{ w_{1},w_{2},\ldots w_{L} \right\}$. There are *k*  −  *n*  + 1 overlapping *n*-grams in the sequence *X*. Some authors use *n*-grams in a broader sense not assuming contingency of symbols but a distance of a given length between them (spacer).

If *c* ~*i*~ denotes the number of occurrences of the *n*-gram $w_{i}$ (*i*  = 1, 2, ...,  *L*) in the sequence *X*, and *f* ~*i*~ denotes relative frequency of the *n*-gram $w_{i}$ in the sequence *X* (*f* ~*i*~  =  *c* ~*i*~/(*k*  −  *n*  + 1)), then a vector of *n*-gram counts, $c_{n}^{X} = (c_{1},\text{ \,\,}c_{2},\text{ \,\,}\ldots,\text{ \,\,}c_{L})$, as well as a vector of *n*-gram frequencies, $f_{n}^{X} = (f_{1},\text{ \,\,}f_{2},\,\ldots,\, f_{L})$ may be associated with the sequence *X*. For example, for DNA sequences, *A*  = {*A*, *C*, *G*, *T*}, *r*  = 4; for *n*  = 2, number of all possible bigrams is *L*   *=*   *r* ^*n*^  = 16 and the set of all possible bigrams will be {*AA*, *AC*, *AG*, *AT*, *CA*, *CC*, *CG*, *CT*, *GA*, *GC*, *GG*, *GT*, *TA*, *TC*, *TG*, *TT*}. For the sequence *X*  =  *ATATAC*, where *k*  = 6, there are *k*  −  *n*  + 1 = 5 bigrams, determined by sliding a two letter window: *AT*, *TA*, *AT*, *TA*, *AC*, so the vector of *n*-gram counts will be (0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0), and the vector of *n*-gram frequencies will be (0, 0.2, 0, 0.4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.4, 0, 0, 0).

The dissimilarity of two sequences, *X* and *Y*, may be defined by a distance function computed in the vector spaces of either *n*-gram counts or *n*-gram frequencies.

In general, *n*-gram analysis proves effective, regardless of the type and origin of the text analyzed. *n*-Grams were first used in the domain of natural language text analysis, for different tasks such as text compression [@bib9], [@bib10], spelling error detection and correction [@bib11], [@bib12], language identification [@bib13], automatic text categorization [@bib14], authorship attribution [@bib15], etc. For example, Damashek [@bib16] reports the automatic classification of a whole library of multilingual documents based on topical similarity which is determined by using *n*-grams and Euclidian distance in the vector space of *n*-gram frequencies.

*n*-Gram-based methods have also been applied to protein, proteome and genome sequences, for different purposes---to measure sequence similarity and reconstruct phylogenetic trees without sequence alignment, for protein classification, genome characterization, etc. As early as in 1967, Krzywicki and Slonimski compared the expected with the observed frequencies of amino acid bigrams with distance and showed that for certain distances, statistically highly significant deviations are present in proteins [@bib17]. Radomski and Slonimski applied bigram analysis to a set of ribosomal protein sequences some thirty years later [@bib18] to develop the notion of the genomic "style" of proteins, and the concept of *n*-grams with a spacer was used by Rosato et al. [@bib19] to analyze the thermal dependencies of different proteomes, with some observed anomalies in *n*-gram distribution at certain distances (spacer lengths).

Deviation of observed from expected *n*-gram frequencies further aided the investigation of overrepresented and underrepresented *n*-grams, both in nucleotide and in protein composition. Phillips et al. [@bib20], [@bib21], Colosimo et al. [@bib22], Schbath et al. [@bib23], Gelfand and Koonin [@bib24], Karlin et al. [@bib25], Karlin and Burge [@bib26], Rocha et al. [@bib27], Pevzner et al. [@bib28], Karlin et al. [@bib29], Burge et al. [@bib30] and Schbath [@bib31], investigated identification of over- and underrepresented oligonucleotides and different methods for calculating the expected number of oligonucleotides and the comparison of the expected against the observed number of oligonucleotides. A comparison of different statistical measures of bias of oligonucleotide sequences in the DNA sequences of bacterial genomes is given by Elhai [@bib32]. Noncontiguous sequences were considered since they exhibited significant bias, and the corresponding methods proved more efficient than Markov analysis at the highest order. Reinert et al. [@bib33] reviewed statistical and probabilistic properties of words in sequences, with emphasis on the deductions of exact distributions and the evaluation of their asymptotic approximations.

*n*-Grams were also used for alignment-free sequence comparison, in order to reconstruct phylogeny trees or to classify proteins or nucleotide sequences. The earliest work systematizing the use of *n*-gram counts for sequence comparison [@bib34], [@bib35], [@bib36] used the difference between two DNA sequences by the squared Euclidean distance between their transition matrices. Statistical distribution of the number of *n*-gram matches between two random sequences was analyzed by Karlin [@bib37] and Lippert et al. [@bib38]. Three asymptotic distributions were identified including compound Poisson, normal and uniform distribution. Radomski and Slonimski [@bib39] recently proposed a method of representing and analyzing complete genome sequences, based upon the frequencies of amino acid bigrams at distance. They also gave a thorough review of the work done on alignment-free sequence comparison.

*n*-Gram composition has been applied to phylogenetic analysis of genes and species by Stuart et al. [@bib40], Edgar [@bib41], Qi et al. [@bib42], and for classification of both protein and nucleotide sequences. Protein classification based on *n*-grams was investigated by Solovyev and Makarova [@bib43] and Cheng et al. [@bib44]. Daeyaert et al. [@bib45] studied the characteristics of the amino acid composition of *n*-grams, and investigated two statistics (termed commonality and specificity) derived from *n*-gram counts, applicable to protein classification. Ganapathiraju et al. [@bib46], [@bib47] presented a biological language toolkit for statistical *n*-gram amino acid analysis and comparison of protein sequences. King and Guda [@bib48] presented an *n*-gram-based Bayesian classifier that predicts the localization of a protein sequence. The classification accuracy of *n*-gram composition metrics was reviewed by Vinga and Almeida [@bib8], [@bib49], together with a new definition of distance between protein sequences. Volkovich et al. [@bib50] applied *n*-grams to the classification of DNA sequences considered as text over the four-letter alphabet {*A*, *C*, *G*, *T*}. Kirzhner et al. [@bib51] used a predefined set of *n*-grams over the same alphabet, the so-called "compositional spectrum", for characterizing DNA sequences. Tomović et al. [@bib52] introduced an *n*-gram-based method for classification and clustering of genome sequences.

Different *n*-gram-based methods for identification of compositionally distinct regions, prophages, functional sites were proposed by Rajan et al. [@bib53], Srividhya et al. [@bib54] and Tobi and Bahar [@bib55].

The authors' own experience with *n*-gram technique is promising. In Pavlović-Lažetić et al. [@bib56] we applied *n*-gram distribution analysis to classification of SARS Coronavirus isolates and argued that different classes were characterized by different overrepresented *n*-grams (for *n* up to 8). In Vitas et al. [@bib57] we reported computational results obtained for *n*-gram analysis of word sequences in natural language texts from different sources. In Mitić et al. [@bib58] we applied *n*-gram analysis to predicting GIs in bacterial genomes using an algorithm based on *n*-gram bias between a window (sliding over the genome) and the complete genome.

2.2. Genomic islands
--------------------

Although the most reliable methods for predicting GIs and their origin are based on gene function and relations within a gene family, compositional methods can support them greatly. Since both approaches may generate false positives and false negatives due to different factors [@bib2], combining the results of multiple techniques may be beneficial in determining whether a gene or a group of genes has been acquired by HGT.

The functional, compositional, or combined approaches, resulted in a number of algorithms for GI/PAIs identification and prediction, and in several databases of predicted islands in bacterial and acrchaeal genomes, such as---IslandPath [@bib59], Islander [@bib60], Score-based Identification of Genomic Islands (SIGI) [@bib61] and Pathogenicity Island DataBase (PAIDB) [@bib62], [@bib63]. **IslandPath** [@bib59] incorporates both DNA sequence signal features (G + C frequency, dinucleotide bias) and annotation features (the presence of tRNA or rRNA, transposase or integrase genes) to aid the identification of GIs. **Islander** [@bib60] coordinates several pre-existing computer programs and consists of 11 steps including tRNA (tmRNA) and integrase gene identification and then their passage through several filters sequentially. In **SIGI** procedure [@bib61], a scoring scheme on codon frequencies is applied and clusters of genes significantly deviating from species-specific value were predicted as GIs. In **PAI DB** [@bib62], [@bib63], PAIs (which are a subgroup of GIs) are detected by combining sequence similarities (ORFs, RNA genes and repeat regions) and abnormalities in genomic composition (G + C frequency and CU).

Newly inserted sequences in a bacterial genome may deviate from the backbone sequence in G + C content as well as in nucleotide sequences (e.g., as a consequence of CU). It should thus be expected that *n*-gram analysis may contribute to genomic sequence characterization and classification since it encompasses both criteria. We are currently investigating application of *n*-gram analysis to bacterial genomes in order to characterize their genome structure and to relate it to genome organization. The results we presented in Mitić et al. [@bib58] suggest that *n*-gram analysis does contribute to GI prediction.

3. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

The complete genome of the *E. coli* O157:H7 EDL933 (GenBank database accession number [NC_002655](NC_002655)), is considered since it has segments annotated as "islands". Its genome consists of a single circular DNA of 5,528,445 bp in length, 5453 genes of total length 4,885,090 bp and inter-gene sequences of length 643,355 bp in total. There is a 4001 bp long sequence of "N"s (unspecified nucleotides) in the genome (positions 1,725,749--1,729,749) and 6,641 incompletely specified nucleotides. There are 177 islands, designated as O-islands (OIs) with the total sum of length 1,278,307 bp. The backbone has a length of 4,250,138 bp. There are 4832 incompletely specified nucleotides in all the OIs. Approximately 26% of the *E. coli* EDL933 genes (1387/5416) lie completely within OIs, consisting mainly of phage or phage related sequences, and genes that may contribute to pathogenesis (i.e., PAI-like sequences), while others may confer strain-specific abilities to survive in different niches, or represent neutral variation between strains [@bib5], [@bib64]. Nine of the OIs (larger than 0.15 kilo base (kb)) encode for at least one large PAI (OI \#148), and putative virulence factors having no obvious role in virulence [@bib5], [@bib64]. The two longest OIs, \#43 and \#48, are almost identical in length and nucleotide content. The OI \#28, although 25,164 bp long, codes for four proteins, one of them being 5,189 amino acids in length (i.e., 15,567 bp; it is the longest protein, putative RTX family exoprotein). The 4001 bp long "N⋯N" sequence is contained in the OI \#52 [@bib5], [@bib64].

3.1. *n*-Gram statistical analysis
----------------------------------

Statistical analysis was performed for testing the agreement of *n*-gram frequency distributions between OIs and the complete genome. It was also applied to comparison of random sequences from the backbone of the genome, with the complete genome sequence. The complete *E. coli* EDL933 genome contains all the different *n*-grams for *n*  = 3--7, while 0.15% of all the 8-grams are missing. Bigrams were not considered since there are only 16 different forms and not enough data for testing the corresponding hypothesis.

As far as OIs are concerned, we analyzed only those of length ≥10 kb, since 10 kb is considered as a lower limit of significant GI length [@bib65], [@bib66]. There are 26 such OIs. All of them contain all the 64 different trigrams and all the 256 different tetragrams.

Statistical analysis of *n*-gram frequency distribution was performed using the SPSS package [@bib67] and programs written in C for processing MySQL data. MS Excel charts were used for representing the corresponding histograms.

For testing agreement of *n*-gram frequency distribution we used the Mann--Whitney *U*-test for two independent samples [@bib67]. It is a rank-based test of whether two sampled populations are equivalent in location. If the populations are identical in location, the ranks of combined observations should be randomly mixed between the two samples. The number of times a score from group 1 precedes a score from group 2 and the number of times a score from group 2 precedes a score from group 1 are calculated. The Mann--Whitney *U* statistic is the smaller of these two numbers.

In our investigations, the Mann--Whitney *U*-test was used to test the hypothesis that an OI sequence had the same *n*-gram frequency distribution as the complete genome sequence, for different *n* since the hypothesis, if rejected, might support *n*-gram characterization of OI sequences. It was also used to test the hypothesis that a random sequence from the backbone of the genome had the same *n*-gram frequency distribution as the complete genome sequence, since the hypothesis, if not rejected, might further support *n*-gram characterization of OI sequences. A sequence, either an OI or from the backbone, is *n*-gram-characterized, if the hypothesis that it has the same *n*-gram frequency distribution as the complete genome is rejected.

We applied some commonly used measures for estimating the quality of our algorithm with respect to simpler criteria such as high or low G + C content (G + C content deviating significantly from the average genome G + C frequency) [@bib2]. As a measure of significant deviation we used two standard deviations from the average genome G + C frequency over the subsequences of a given length.

First, we applied recall and precision as the most frequent and basic measures for information retrieval effectiveness [@bib68]. *Recall* is the proportion of relevant items that are retrieved, and *precision* is the proportion of retrieved items that are relevant. When applied to *n*-gram characterization of OIs, relevant items were considered to be GenBank annotated OIs longer than 10 kb that significantly deviated in G + C content, and retrieved items were the *n*-gram characterized OIs.

Next we applied sensitivity and specificity, the two related statistical measures of how accurately a binary classification test identifies cases that meet the condition under study (sensitivity) and cases that do not meet the condition under study (specificity). In our case, the binary classification test was the OI *n*-gram characterization, and a condition was OI G + C content deviation. *Sensitivity* is basically the same as recall and it is the proportion of true positives that are correctly identified by the test (true positives are actually relevant items, and correctly identified are retrieved items). *Specificity* is the proportion of true negatives that are correctly identified by the test (true negatives are all the non-relevant items).

Sensitivity is calculated by the following formula:$$\text{sensitivity} = \frac{\text{number\ of\ True\ Positives}}{\text{number\ of\ True\ Positives} + \text{number\ of\ False\ Negatives}}$$

Specificity is calculated by the following formula:$$\text{specificity} = \frac{\text{number\ of\ True\ Negatives}}{\text{number\ of\ False\ Positives} + \text{number\ of\ True\ Negatives}}$$

In the case of OI characterization, true positives are the OIs deviating in G + C content that are identified by the *n*-gram characterization test, false positives are the OIs non-deviating in G + C content that are identified by the *n*-gram characterization test, true negatives are the OIs non-deviating in G + C content that are not identified by the *n*-gram characterization test and false negatives are the OIs deviating in G + C content that are not identified by the *n*-gram characterization test.

3.2. Codon usage analysis
-------------------------

CU analysis of OIs was performed and used as another criterion for comparison with the complete genome sequence. CU bias was determined by a program written in C using MySQL C-API, according to the method described in Karlin [@bib2]. CU bias of the gene family in a sequence *S* with respect to the gene family in a sequence *T* is calculated by the formula:$$\left. B(S \middle| T) = \sum\limits_{a}{p_{a}(S)}\left\lbrack {\sum_{}\left| {s(x,y,z) - t(x,y,z)} \right|} \right\rbrack \right.$$where *p* ~*a*~(*S*) is the average frequency of an amino acid *a* in the gene family of *S*, *s*(*x*, *y*, *z*) is the average codon frequency for a codon (*x*, *y*, *z*) in the sequence *S*, normalized so that$$\sum\limits_{(x,y,z) = a}{s(x,y,z) = 1\text{ \,\,}(\text{similarly}\text{ \,\,}\text{for}\text{ \,\,}t(x,y,z))}$$A CU bias was considered significant if it was more than one standard deviation higher than the mean value of CU bias for all the OIs considered.

3.3. Overrepresented and underrepresented *n*-grams
---------------------------------------------------

With respect to *n*-grams, sequences may be characterized not only by their overall frequency distribution, but by overrepresented or underrepresented *n*-grams. We applied the statistic introduced in [@bib23] to detect over-and-under represented *n*-grams in OIs sequences, the complete genome and its backbone, based on the maximal order Markov model of the sequences. The method estimates the bias of the observed to the expected frequencies of *n*-grams and tends to neutralize excess in *n*-grams which is due to excess in A + T, G + C, or oligonucleotide components solely. The so-called **z** ^*M*^ statistic is the normalized difference between the observed count and the expected number of a given word (*n*-gram in our case), calculated by using the maximal order Markov model [@bib23], [@bib31], [@bib32]:$$\mathbf{\text{z}}^{M}(w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{\text{L}}) = \frac{\lbrack N(w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{L}) - N_{T}E_{M}(w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{L})\rbrack}{L^{1/2}\sigma}$$ *N* is the observed number of occurrences of the word $w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{L}$, N~T~ is the length of the genome sequence considered, $E_{M}(w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{L})$ is the expected frequency of the word $w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{L}$, based on the maximal order Markov model, and *N* ~*T*~ *E* ~*M*~ is the expected number of occurrences of the word $w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{L}$, as calculated by the formula$$N_{T}E_{M}(w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{L}) = \frac{N(w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{L - 1}) \times N(w_{2}w_{3}\ldots w_{L})}{N(w_{2}w_{3}\ldots w_{L - 1})}$$The estimated standard deviation of the difference between *N* and *N* ~*T*~ *E* ~*M*~, *σ*, is defined in [@bib29] as$$\sigma = \frac{N_{T}E_{M}{(w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{L})}^{1/2} \times {\lbrack(N(w_{2}\ldots w_{L - 1}) - N(w_{1}w_{2}\ldots w_{L - 1})) \times (N(w_{2}\ldots w_{L - 1}) - N(w_{2}w_{3}\ldots w_{L}))\rbrack}^{1/2}}{N(w_{2}\ldots w_{L - 1}) \times L^{1/2}}$$

The **z** ^*M*^ statistic has an approximately normal distribution and is normalized to the standard deviation, so that a *z*-value higher than +1 indicates that the word (*n*-gram) is overrepresented, while a *z*-value lower than −1 indicates that the *n*-gram is underrepresented.

3.4. Zipf-like analysis
-----------------------

A modification of Zipf-like analysis was applied in order to investigate differences between *n*-gram appearances in different sequences [@bib46]. The original Zipf power law was designed for word (i.e., motif) occurrences in any kind of text, stating that the most frequent word is expected to be twice as frequent as the following most frequent word, etc. The modification applied concerns the relationship between the most overrepresented *n*-grams (for specific *n*, according to the **z** ^*M*^ statistic) in a specific sequence and their usage in all the other sequences considered. First, *n*-grams (for specific *n*) were sorted in descending order of *z*-bias in a chosen OI (or the complete genome), and then MS Excel charts were used to represent the *z*-values of the sorted *n*-grams in the chosen sequence and in all the other sequences (OIs, complete genome, backbone). The procedure was repeated for each OI. It may suggest that some of the *n*-grams are overrepresented in a subset of OIs and underrepresented in the backbone, or vice versa, thus characterizing the subset of OIs. We identified such *n*-grams for the corresponding subsets of OIs.

The results of Zipf-like analysis might suggest that some of the *n*-grams were exclusively overrepresented (or underrepresented) in a single sequence, which would give us a criterion for defining the sequence\'s *n*-gram nucleotide signature. We calculated such signatures for each OI as a set of *n*-grams which were overrepresented in that OI only, and underrepresented in the backbone of the genome, and also for *n*-grams which were underrepresented in that OI only, and overrepresented in the backbone.

4. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

4.1. Distribution of *n*-grams in O-islands
-------------------------------------------

[Table AF1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} in the additional file ([http://www.matf.bg.ac.yu/∼gordana/bioinf/ngrams](http://www.matf.bg.ac.yu/~gordana/bioinf/ngrams)) represents the identification number, length, number and percentage of missing *n*-grams (*n*  = 5, 6, 7, 8), for OIs of length \>10 kb.Table 1Results of the Mann--Whitney two-sample *U*-test.(a) *E. coli* EDL933 O-islandsOI\#Position*z*Asymp. Sig.G + C contentCU biasRelated toCoding for 7241549..277463−1.4340.15251.96%0.163Rhs elementPut. Macrophage tox.; put. protease Rhs element associated 8300060..310645−2.685**0.007***41.30%***0.363**Phage or prophage related (CP-933H)Phage related proteins 28579589..604753−8.804**0.00059.15%0.306**Put. RTX family proteins; put. membrane transport proteins 30664172..675785−2.770**0.006**52.11%0.251Rhs elementPut. Rhs protein; put. receptor 35843271..857236−1.4500.14747.50%0.156Put. regulator; put. enzyme; put. Transport 36892772..931359−0.9450.34549.32%0.185Phage or prophage related (CP-933K)Phage related proteins 431058620..1146182−0.1830.85547.96%0.179Phage or prophage related (P4-phage)Phage related proteins; insertion sequence associated proteins; putative phage inhibition; colicin resistance; tellurite resistance 441250302..1295546−1.7600.07851.94%0.176Phage or prophage related (CP-933M)Phage related proteins 451330836..1392498−0.0960.92349.37%0.192Phage or prophage related (BP-933W)Phage related proteins (shiga-like toxin, tRNA, etc.) 471420969..1452695−0.9410.34746.24%0.099Transcriptional regulator MarT; hemagglutinin/hemolysin-related protein 481454242..1541789−0.1790.85847.90%0.178Phage or prophage related (P4 family)Insertion sequence associated proteins; put. urease; put. phage inhibition; colicin resistance; tellurite resistance 501626570..1673884−1.3540.17648.40%0.205Phage or prophage related (CP-933N)Phage related proteins 511678561..1694142−1.968**0.049**50.96%0.217Phage or prophage related (CP-933C)Phage related proteins; sensor protein PhoQ 521701990..1756455−0.8580.39147.18%0.159Phage or prophage related (CP-933X)Phage related proteins 571849324..1929825−0.4610.64551.29%0.156Phage or prophage related (CP-933O)Phage related proteins (put. intestinal colonization factor tRNA phage or prophage related) 712271618..2329601−1.2800.20050.85%0.183Phage or prophage related (CP-933P)Phage related proteins (put. RNA identical to DicF cryptic prophage encoded); tRNA genes 762668112..2689231−1.1200.26350.08%0.157Phage or prophage related (CP-933T)Phage related proteins 842843565..2857752−6.392**0.000***36.24%***0.493**PAI relatedSurface polysaccharides and antigens (O-antigen) 932966157..3015072−1.0410.29851.66%0.200Phage or prophage related (CP-933V)Phage related proteins (shiga-like toxin) 1023264256..3277062−1.2070.22744.74%0.291Phage or prophage related (P22, APSE-1, pM3)Phage related proteins; enzymes; transport proteins 1083545770..3567450−3.210**0.001***40.41%***0.359**Phage or prophage related (CP-933Y)Phage related proteins 1153786306..3803253−5.830**0.000***36.90%***0.457**PAI relatedType III secretion apparatus Proteins 1223919348..3942802−1.0850.28046.30%0.226PAI relatedIS related proteins (put. pathogenicity island Integrase); PagC-like membrane protein 1384399382..4414774−3.783**0.000**54.68%0.156PAI relatedenzymes 1484649862..4693279−2.929**0.003***40.91%***0.345**Phage or prophage related (CP-933L) PAI (LEE pathogenicity Island)Phage related proteins; LEE PAI integrase; transport and secretory proteins; put. intimin receptor protein 1725377088..5421521−0.2620.79347.35%0.158IS sequences related proteins; myosin heavy chain (*Cyprinus carpio* similar)(b) *E. coli* EDL933 backboneNo.StartEnd*z*Asymp. Sig.G + C content 198355135354−1.5960.11152.56% 2515030552029−0.5010.61751.06% 3617536654535−1.0710.28451.61% 4726296763295−0.2120.83249.96% 511797421216741−1.1110.26751.66% 618030241840023−0.2230.82349.86% 721222282159227−1.2850.19950.57% 824090242446023−0.3940.69449.63% 925722642609263−0.1520.87949.85% 1027332812770280−1.4090.15951.11% 1130620323099031−1.1000.27150.84% 1233310413368040−2.476**0.013**54.34% 1333864873423486−1.2790.20151.78% 1434808483517847−0.6900.49051.82% 1536032203640219−1.8900.05953.53% 1637197063756705−1.1860.23652.13% 1740262894063288−1.0330.30151.98% 1841174584154457−0.7010.48351.09% 1942776734314672−1.1810.23752.50% 2044736614510660−1.2990.19451.63% 2147999284836927−0.7150.47452.08% 2248826384919637−0.8280.40751.26% 2351330935170092−0.8060.42049.37% 2452156945252693−0.5510.58249.11% 2553231165360115−0.6950.48751.65%[^1]

Since 7- and 8-grams are quite rare in OIs, they cannot be used for testing agreement of frequency distribution between OIs and the complete genome. The hypothesis on the equality of 6-gram frequency distribution for two independent samples, using the Mann--Whitney test, is rejected with a significance level of 0.01 for the complete genome (as the first sample) and each of the OIs (as the second sample) except for the longest ones---\#43 and \#48. Since 6-gram distribution agreement seemingly relied on the length rather than the structure of the OI, 6-grams cannot be considered as reliable data for this kind of analysis.

### 4.1.1. 5-Grams statistical analysis

The hypothesis on equality of 5-gram frequency distribution for two independent samples using the Mann--Whitney *U*-test is rejected with a significance level 0.05, for the complete *E. coli* EDL933 genome as the first sample and OIs \#148, \#28, \#108, \#115, \#51, \#138, \#84, \#8 and \#30 as the second sample. This group of OIs may be designated as the *5*-*gram Disagreeing Class* (5DC). For all the other OIs, the hypothesis cannot be rejected. They form an *Agreeing Class* (AC). Some of the 5DC OIs have low G + C content (OIs \#148, \#108, \#115, \#84 and \#8 -- *40.91%*, *40.41%*, *36.90%*, *36.24%* and *41.30%,* respectively), OI \#28 has a high G + C content (*59.15%)* -- see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}a, so that their disagreement with the complete genome in *n*-gram frequency distribution may be considered to be a direct consequence of their G + C content. But three of the 5DC OIs---\#51, \#138, \#30 have about average G + C content and their disagreement with the complete genome in 5-gram frequency distribution cannot be attributed to their G + C content.

Furthermore, we randomly selected a 37 kb long subsequence from each of the backbone sequences (lying between two consecutive OIs) longer than 50 kb. We then applied the Mann--Whitney *U*-test to 5-gram frequency distributions in the complete genome (as the first sample) and each of the selected backbone subsequences (as the second sample)---see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}b. The length of 37 kb was selected as the average length of OIs longer than 10 kb. There are 25 backbone sequences longer than 50 kb, and thus 25 subsequences of length 37 kb were selected. Only one of them (positions 3,331,041--3,368,040) disagrees with the complete genome in 5-gram frequency distribution. Thus 5-gram frequency distribution may be considered as an OI characterizing feature. [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} represents 5-gram histograms for the complete *E. coli* EDL933 genome sequence, the backbone, OIs from the AC class (a) and OIs from the 5DC class (b). The similarity in histogram shapes among sequences in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(a) may be noticed, as well as their dissimilarity with sequences in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(b).Fig. 1Distribution of 5-gram percentages in *E. coli* EDL933. Distribution of 5-gram percentages in *E. coli* EDL933 complete genome, the backbone sequence, OIs from the AC class (a) and OIs from the 5DC class (b). Labeled coordinate axes for the complete genome subfigure are presented only. The histogram\'s *x*-axis shows percentage intervals, *y*-axis shows number of different 5-grams with percent occurrence falling into specific intervals (e.g., in the complete genome there are 18 tetragrams with percentages in the interval 0.00--0.025%). *x*-Values range from 0 to the percent occurrence of the most frequent 5-gram (in the corresponding sequence, e.g., it is 0.28% for the complete *E. coli* EDL933 genome and corresponds to the most frequent 5-gram CCAGC). *y*-Values range from 0 to the number of different 5-grams with percent occurrence belonging to the modal interval (e.g., in the complete genome, there are 132 5-grams with percentages in the interval 0.08125--0.09375%); *y*-values sum up to 1024 (number of different 5-grams). Axes scales for all the subfigures are the same as the ones presented in the complete genome subfigure. Similarity in shape is noticeable among sequences from the AC class represented in (a), as well as their dissimilarity with sequences in the 5DC class represented in (b).

Tetragrams and trigrams do not contribute to characterization of genomic islands based on frequency distribution, since the sets of OIs disagreeing with the complete genome (OIs \#28, \#84, \#115 and \#148) are included in the 5DC class, and all of them have high or low G + C content.

### 4.1.2. Comparison with G + C content and CU bias

We consider CU bias to be significant if it is greater than 0.3, which is one standard deviation (about 0.1) higher than the mean value of CU bias (about 0.2) for all the OIs \> 10 kb in length. Significant G + C content deviation is calculated to be outside the interval (42%, 58%). When comparing the 5-gram frequency distribution feature of *E. coli* EDL933 OIs with their G + C content and CU bias, a correlation was achieved: most OIs deviating significantly in 5-gram frequency distribution from the complete genome also deviate significantly in G + C content and CU bias (OIs \#8, \#28, \#84, \#108, \#115 and \#148). Exceptions are the three OIs that deviate significantly (*p*  \< 0.05) in 5-gram frequency distribution from the complete genome, while having low CU bias and roughly average G + C content (OIs \#30, \#51 and \#138). [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}a also represents all the OIs with a length \>10 kb, with *z* and p-values (Asymptotic Significance) for the Mann-Whitney agreement test of 5-gram frequency distribution with the complete genome sequence.

With respect to OIs longer than 10 kb (26 in total), the results presented show that our algorithm for characterizing GIs has identified all the 6 OIs with unusual G + C content or significantly high CU bias (recall, i.e. sensitivity is 100%). On the other side, the algorithm identified 3 more OIs (not recognized by G + C content or CU bias), which results in 67% precision (6/9) and 85% specificity (17/20). We interpret this imprecision as an additional power of 33% (15%, respectively) with respect to other methods.

One obvious drawback of the method presented is that only OIs longer than 10 kb are analyzed. It is because 10 kb is considered as the lower limit for the length of a GI that exhibits characteristics of HGT [@bib30], [@bib31]. Although there are only 26 (out of 177) such OIs in *E. coli* EDL933, the total number of GIs identified in other genomes, e.g., in *E. coli* CFT073 [@bib4], [@bib64], [@bib69] is, by an order of magnitude, smaller than that in *E. coli* EDL933 [@bib51], [@bib52], [@bib64] and all of them are longer than 10 kb.

A general characteristic of *n*-gram methods is that they do not require linguistic (genomic) knowledge; the meaning of the sequence is not analyzed, it is merely the structure which is investigated. It makes the methods simpler but nonetheless useful in differentiating between different kinds of sequences, e.g., in characterizing and thus predicting GIs in bacterial genomes [@bib58].

4.2. Overrepresented and underrepresented *n*-grams
---------------------------------------------------

[Table 2a](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} represents the 10 topmost overrepresented and underrepresented tetragrams (according to **z** ^*M*^ statistic) in the complete *E. coli* EDL933 genome, its backbone and 9 OIs from the 5DC class. Among these tetragrams there are 9 different palindromes, all of which are underrepresented, with 29 occurrences in total. There are also 14 pairs of sequences and their reverse complements, each pair simultaneously being either overrepresented or underrepresented. [Table 2b](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} represents rank, in the complete genome and the nine 5DC OIs of the 10 topmost overrepresented and underrepresented tetragrams from the backbone. [Table 2a](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2b](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} in the additional file contains the same data for all the OIs of length \>10 kb, along with the *z*-values of the **z** ^*M*^ statistic. It can be seen that the intersection of all the 10 topmost overrepresented tetragram columns is empty, as is the intersection of all the 10 topmost underrepresented tetragram columns, i.e., no tetragram is among the 10 topmost overrepresented tetragrams in all the OIs. However, there are three tetragrams -- CACC, CATC, CGCC, that are overrepresented, and one tetragram -- GGCC, that is underrepresented (but not in the 10 topmost), in all the OIs, the backbone and the complete genome. [Table AF3](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} in the additional file represents all the tetragrams in all the OIs of length\>10 kb, the backbone and the complete genome, along with *z*-values of the **z** ^*M*^ statistic.Table 2aThe most overrepresented and the most underrepresented tetragrams in the complete *E. coli* EDL933 genome, backbone and the 9 O-islands from the 5DC class.Table 2bRank of tetragrams.TetragramBackboneEDL933\#30\#8\#84\#138\#51\#115\#108\#28\#148Rank CGCC1110434597213515 GGCG2281633724140191610 CCAG361696241127687814261 CTTC4592317212923845413933 GAAG53515669112113329744 CTGG6474200851177181540 GATG778126510231506092 CATC882827618622211 TTGC9115910213017265555872 GCAA10134155476126124845   GGAC24724724165139197180180207236185 TATA248248251235131226225256206195254 GATC249253249255204235254207253237253 CTAG250249111222179240168255248225246 CGCG251252245168233252217175211255239 CAAG25225019310820722523082236252223 CTTG253251218216120237106112200159161 TTGG254255252239112254255213254200244 CCAA255254253237163255251123228249202 GGCC256256248226225256253216255256251[^2]Table 3Over--underrepresented tetragrams according to *z*-value and their relation to restriction enzyme sites.No.Tetragram sequenceOI\#*z*-Value in OI*z*-Value in backboneRestriction enzymes*E. coli*Other bacteriaOverrepresented in an OI and underrepresented in the backbone 1.CGGC82.250−6.776Eco52I, Eco56IFseI, NaeI, NotI, Sse232I, XmaIII, EagI, EclXI 2.TGGA287.395−10.732Bpml 3.CGTG842.654−23.930Eco72IPmaCI 4.GGCT/AGCC1083.820−13.573TaqII 5.GTGT/ACAC1151.888−10.799RLeAI 6.GCAC1482.760−15.092ApaLI 7.GTAC303.042−11.083Eco255IScaI, Bsp1407I 8.ATGC514.085−6.797EcoT22ISphI, AvaIII 9.GAGC1382.169−17.301Eco53kI, EcoICRISacI, EcI136II  Underrepresented in an OI and overrepresented in the backbone 10.CTTC/GAAG51−2.41852.641Eco57IEam1104I, EarI 11.GTAA30−2.3518.637PI-SceI 12.TTAT138−2.64213.506PsiI 13.ACTA8−2.91214.456SpeI 14.TCAT28−4.40810.197BspHI 15.TATC84−1.12522.921EcoRV, Eco32IBfuI 16.ATCC84−2.9851.821Bam HI 17.GGCA108−1.40438.056PI-SceI 18.AGAG/CTCT115−1.84622.564Eco31I, EcoA4I, EcoO44IEsp3I 19.GAGA148−2.59920.247Eam1104I, EarI  Uniquely overrepresented in one OI and underrepresented in the backbone 20.ACAC284.204−11.712TaqII 21.CGGC82.250−6.776Eco52I, Eco56IFseI, NaeI, NotI, Sse232I, XmaIII, EagI, EclXI 22.ATCT282.186−16.522BglII 23.CAAA301.795−5.137(not found in DB) 24.GCAC1482.760−15.092ApaLI 25.TTAG1481.904−17.928(not found in DB) 26.GTTT1381.172−11.686PmeI  Uniquely underrepresented in one OI and overrepresented in backbone 27.GTAA30−2.3518.637PI-SceI 28.CTTC/GAAG51−2.41852.641Eco57IEam1104I, EarI 29.ACCA138−1.2062.861(not found in DB) 30.ACTA8−2.91214.456SpeI 31.CCGG/CCGG28−3.41821.776Eco56I, Eco52I, EcoHK31IEcIRI, SrfI, Sse232I, AgeI, BetI, BspMII, Cfr 10I, EaeI, EaeAI, FseI, HpaII, NaeI, SgrAI, SmaI, EciIXI 32.GGTA84−1.13719.760KpnI 33.GGCA108−1.40438.056PI-SceI 34.AGAG/CTCT115−1.84622.564Eco31I, EcoA4I, EcoO44IEsp3I 35.GGAG148−1.6276.808BpmI, BseRI[^3]

### 4.2.1. Overrepresented and underrepresented tetragrams and restriction sites

Some tetragrams which are among the most over (or under) represented in some OIs, while being under (or over) represented in the backbone, are presented in [Table 3](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} along with *z*-value in the OI and in the backbone. The first part of [Table 3](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} represents tetragrams which are among the most overrepresented in an OI (high *z*-value), while being among the most underrepresented in the backbone (low *z*-value); the second part of [Table 3](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} represents tetragrams which are among the most underrepresented in an OI (low *z*-value) while being among the most overrepresented in the backbone (high *z*-value); the third part of [Table 3](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} represents some of the tetragrams which are uniquely overrepresented in an OI and underrepresented in the backbone, while the fourth part represents some of the tetragrams which are uniquely underrepresented in an OI while overrepresented in the backbone. It may be seen that tetragrams that are included in *E. coli* restriction enzyme recognition site sequences [@bib70] are generally more represented in island sequences, than in the backbone (55% vs. 30%). This is in agreement with the fact that most of the OIs are phage or prophage related (61%), see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. This fact would have been even more apparent if we had used the absolute number of occurrences of these tetragrams instead of normalized (by Markov model).

### 4.2.2. Comparative Zipf-like analysis

Application of the modified Zipf-like analysis to the most overrepresented and underrepresented tetragrams of different sequences is illustrated in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (1)--(6).Fig. 2Comparative Zipf analysis. The 20 topmost overrepresented and underrepresented tetragrams in the complete *E. coli* EDL933 genome -- subfigures (1), (4), OI \#28 -- subfigures (2), (5) and OI \#51 -- subfigures (3), (6), with the corresponding *z*-values for the biased (according to the maximal order Markov model) tetragram frequency. The red line marked with triangles (▴) represents *z*-values of tetragram frequencies in descending order for the chosen sequence (complete genome, OI), while the blue line marked with circles (●) represents *z*-values of the corresponding tetragram frequencies in the backbone, and all the other lines represent *z*-values of the corresponding tetragram frequencies in other sequences. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

Subfigures (1) and (4) present the data for the complete *E. coli* EDL933 genome, while others correspond to two OIs from the 5DC class: OI \#28, deviating significantly in G + C content from the backbone of the genome -- subfigures (2), (5), and OI \#51 with G + C content around 50% -- subfigures (3), (6). The corresponding figures for all the OIs from the 5DC class are given in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}AF1 in the additional file. It may be noticed that the most overrepresented and underrepresented tetragrams in the complete genome and its backbone are quite similar (as one would expect). Some of the most represented tetragrams in the complete genome are underrepresented in some of the OIs, e.g. CCAG ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(1)), but the most underrepresented tetragrams in the complete genome tend to be underrepresented in most of the OIs, too ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} ). As far as 5DC OIs are concerned, it can be noticed that some of the most overrepresented tetragrams in each of them are underrepresented in the backbone, and have *z*-values above the *z*-values of the corresponding tetragrams in all other sequences (e.g., CCAT, TGGA in the OI \#28, [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(2), ATGC in the OI \#51, [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(3)). The same holds true for the most underrepresented tetragrams (e.g., CTTC in the OI \#51, [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(6)). Such tetragrams may be used as a basis for defining the OIs tetragram nucleotide signature.Fig. 3Comparative Zipf analysis. All the tetragrams (*x*-axis) are sorted according to descending *z*-value of the **z**^*M*^ statistic (*y*-axis) in the complete genome sequence (thick line), and *z*-values for the corresponding tetragrams in all the other sequences are presented. Although the most overrepresented tetragrams may deviate highly among the sequences (left part of the figure), the most underrepresented ones tend to coincide (right part of the figure).

[Table 4a](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4b](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} represent all the tetragrams that are overrepresented/underrepresented, respectively, in just one of the 5DC OIs and, at the same time, underrepresented/overrepresented, respectively, in the backbone, along with the *z*-value and rank of the tetragram in both sequences. [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} represents *z*-values for the most underrepresented tetragram in each of the 5DC OIs, which is overrepresented in the backbone, along the *E. coli* EDL933 genome.Table 4aO-islands signature (overrepresented tetragrams).TetragamO-islandBackbone sequenceOI\#*z*-ValueRank*z*-ValueRankATAC81.36134−25.463228CCTA81.07946−25.620229CGGC82.25011−6.776152ACAC284.20440−11.712178ATCT282.18671−16.522197TGGA287.39513−10.732169TTAA283.24652−10.080168AAAC301.22862−11.112176CAAA301.79540−5.137147GCGG301.98232−2.159134ACTG511.47345−12.218180CGCA511.01771−26.859233TGTA842.15714−15.204193GGTT1151.04873−33.843244GTGT1151.88830−10.799171GTTT1381.17271−11.686177GCAC1482.76031−15.092192TTAG1481.90454−17.928207[^4]Table 4bO-islands signature (underrepresented tetragrams).TetragamO-islandBackbone sequenceOI\#*z*-ValueRank*z*-ValueRankACTA8−2.91225614.45668AACA8−1.75823329.53219CGGG8−1.99724610.11683GTCA8−1.79723613.75571TCTT8−1.15021322.01240TGCC8−1.38722138.88311AGCA28−1.52116725.52531CCGG28−3.41821021.77643GTGG28−1.6111727.74795GTTA28−1.9641817.66796TAGT28−2.35019314.29169TCCT28−1.8401787.251100TGGC28−2.73219818.46256CTAC30−1.13819934.37018GTAA30−2.3512328.63789TAAC30−1.0451928.6688TTAC30−1.80121910.52480CCCT51−1.0801945.075108CTTC51−2.41823852.6414GGGA51−1.20619916.35165CACT84−1.6992318.86187GGTA84−1.13721019.76049TATC84−1.12520922.92135GGCA108−1.40420838.05613TCAC108−1.22920117.89658TCCC108−1.47021313.94370AGAG115−1.84623322.56436GGTG115−1.05119238.46712ACCA138−1.2061872.861118GGAG148−1.6271936.808103[^5]Fig. 4*z* values in 10 kb windows for tetragrams overrepresented in the backbone of the *E. coli* EDL933 and underrepresented in 5DC OIs. *z*-Plots of the most underrepresented tetragrams in each of the 5DC OIs, which are overrepresented in the backbone, are presented (ACTA is the most underrepresented in the OI \#8 among the tetragrams overrepresented in the backbone, and similarly TCAT in the OI \#28, GTAA in the OI \#30, CTTC in the OI \#51, ATCC in the OI \#84, CGTT in the OI \#108, ATGT in the OI \#115, TTAT in the OI \#138, GAGA in the OI \#148). Tetragrams are ordered upward by the corresponding OIs ordering (first tetragram for the OI \#8, followed by tetragrams for OI \#28, \#30, \#51, etc.) Narrow vertical rectangles delimit each of the OIs and the color of each of them is the same as the *z*-plot of the tetragram the most underrepresented in it. Horizontal lines represent *z* values of −1 and +1 (boundary of under-overrepresentation).

On the other side, some tetragrams are overrepresented/underrepresented in a subset of OIs and underrepresented/overrepresented, respectively in the backbone, and may characterize, in a way similar to *n*-gram frequency distribution, the subset of OIs. For example, ATCC is underrepresented in five OIs, four of which belonging to the 5DC class (\#28, \#30, \#84 and \#148) and overrepresented in the backbone; GGCT is overrepresented in six OIs, four of which belong to the 5DC class (\#30, \#51, \#84 and \#108) and underrepresented in the backbone. [Table AF4a](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} in the additional file represents all the tetragrams that are overrepresented in an OI and underrepresented in the backbone, along with the expected number of occurrences (according to the maximal order Markov model), the observed number of occurrences, *z*-values of the **z** ^*M*^ statistic and the rank of the tetragrams in both OIs and the backbone. [Table AF4b](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} in the additional file represents the same data for tetragrams that are underrepresented in an OI and overrepresented in the backbone.

5. Conclusion {#sec4}
=============

Although bacterial genomes are known to be substantially homogeneous regarding features such as G + C content or CU, island sequences tend to differ from the overall genome and in particular, from backbone sequences. The present investigations add *n*-grams as an additional feature refining characterization of OIs, classifying, and distinguishing them by classification from the backbone sequences. Structurally different classes of OIs may have different functional interpretations. Unusual *n*-gram content may identify additional OIs with unusual composition and thus potential candidates for PAIs. This feature may also complement criteria for predicting various island sequences in genomes where they have not yet been annotated.

Our future plans include computational experiments applying the proposed method to the island sequences of other bacterial species, in order to verify their characterization findings. We also plan to experiment with other types of motifs, such as repeats, as sequence characterization and classification features.

The work presented has been financially supported by the Ministry of Science and Technological Development of the Republic of Serbia, Project No. 144030.

[^1]: The Mann--Whitney two-sample *U*-test of equality of 5-gram frequency distributions is applied to OIs of the *E. coli* EDL933 of length \>10 kb as the first sample, and the complete genome as the second sample (a). Included are OI number (OI\#), its position in the genome (Position), *z*-value and *p*-value (Asymptotic Significance) of the test, G + C content and CU bias of the sequence, as well as possible origin of a sequence it is related to (Related to) and the element(s) it codes for (Coding for)---according to [@bib5], [@bib64].

    The same test is applied to sequences from the backbone, as the first sample, and the complete genome *E. coli* EDL933, as the second sample (b). Included are the sequence number (No.), its position in the genome (Start, End), *z*-value and Asymptotic Significance (*p*-value) of the test, and the G + C content of the sequence.

    Asymptotic Significance in bold denotes low *p*-value (\<0.05); G + C content data in bold denote high percentage (\>58%), in italic---low percentage (\<42%); CU bias data in bold denotes high CU bias (\>0.30).

[^2]: \(a\) The 10 topmost overrepresented and the 10 topmost underrepresented (according to Markov Model of order 2) tetragrams in the complete *E. coli* EDL933 genome, backbone and the 9 OIs from the 5DC class. Tetragrams in first row of each group are overrepresented, while tetragrams in the second row are underrepresented. Tetragrams that represent palindromes themselves are shaded in orange, while pairs of tetragrams and their reverse complements (in the same OI, backbone or *E. coli* EDL933 genome) are shaded in red, blue, green or yellow. All palindromes belong to underrepresented group. Also, tetragrams and their reverse complements are either both underrepresented or both overrepresented.

    \(b\) Rank of tetragrams in the complete genome *E. coli* EDL933 and in 9 OIs from the 5DC class, relative to the 10 topmost overrepresented and underrepresented tetragrams in the backbone. While the most overrepresented tetragrams in the backbone have low rank in some of the 5DC OIs (e.g., CTTC in OI\# 84, \#138, \#51, \#28, or CTGG in OI\# 8), the most underrepresented tetragrams in the backbone have low rank in all the other sequences, too.

[^3]: First part of this table represents tetragrams which are among the most overrepresented in an OI (high *z*-value) while being among the most underrepresented in the backbone (low *z*-value); second part of this table represents tetragrams which are among the most underrepresented in an OI (low *z*-value) while being among the most overrepresented in the backbone (high *z*-value); third part of this table represents some of the tetragrams which are uniquely overrepresented in an OI and underreperesented in the backbone, while the fourth part represents some of the tetragrams which are uniquely underrepresented in an OI and overrepresented in the backbone. As expected, the first and the third part of the table have tetragrams in common, as well as the second and the fourth part of the table.

    Restriction enzyme recognition sequences for some *E. coli* strains, as well as for other bacteria, are given when known. Restriction enzyme data are taken from Genscript.com [@bib70].

    A tetragram with its reverse complement is given in pair (xxxx/yyyy) when the tetragram (xxxx) corresponds to the "OI\#" and "*z*-value in OI" data, while its complement (yyyy) corresponds to the "Restriction enzymes" data.

[^4]: All the tetragrams that are uniquely overrepresented in one of the 5DC class OIs and underrepresented in the backbone, along with the *z*-value and rank of the tetragram in both sequences, are listed.

[^5]: All the tetragrams that are uniquely underrepresented in one of the 5DC class OIs and overrepresented in the backbone, along with the *z*-value and rank of the tetragram in both sequences, are listed.
